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ABSTRACT

the scientific community thus far [108, 120]. The moralistic fallacy
occurs when the persuasive force behind the normative claim about
how the world should be spills over into the descriptive/predictive
claim about how the world is/will be.
This paper argues that the normative force behind the security
belongs to the quants perspective has distracted from the immature
reality of quantitative cybersecurity. Multiple research surveys fail
to identify interventions that influence real-world cybersecurity
outcomes [73, 108, 120], and there is little to suggest we are on the
cusp of a scientific breakthrough. However, we do not believe the
status quo in which decisions are guided by the received wisdom of
InfoSec will hold. We put forward an alternative proposition that
lawyers will inherit cybersecurity, which we justify by reasoning
about how knowledge is generated by each field.
Efforts to build knowledge by techies and quants are undermined
by factors like complexity, technological flux, and shifting adversaries. Both fields can tolerate the resulting uncertainty—quants
accept null results and that some decisions have no corresponding
evidence, while security professionals qualify recommendations
with statements like ‘nothing is 100% secure’. In contrast, law as
a system of social control can only tolerate so much uncertainty.
There is a secular trend towards resolving ambiguity as regulators
issue guidance, case law evolves, and lawyers establish common
practice while advising firms.
Over time, knowledge about how to mitigate legal risk will grow
more quickly and remain relevant for longer relative to knowledge
about mitigating technical risk. This becomes relevant because organisations exposed to both technical and legal risk are likely to
prioritise interventions according to relative certainty, as well as the
actual effectiveness. Thus, the relative ease of reasoning about legal
risk will shift resources away from technical measures. In this sense,
techies, quants and lawyers are engaged in a zero-sum battle over
who controls cybersecurity decisions. Our descriptive/predictive
claim is that power is shifting towards lawyers and will continue to
do so—we avoid the normative claim that this shift is an improvement, and tentatively argue the converse.
Having established that lawyers and not quants will inherit cybersecurity, we begin to sketch where our theory is most applicable
and where it breaks down. Certain aspects of cybersecurity are
already vulnerable to legalisation like incident response due to the
thicket of reporting obligations, whereas others will remain the
domain of techies. We also add nuance to our theory of how legal
knowledge is generated as this too has imperfections and even
indeterminacy conditions [18]. Lawyers inheriting cybersecurity
cannot sideline the technical community entirely, rather the legal
system will establish new hierarchies of expertise.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 identifies normative
and descriptive papers related to quantitative cybersecurity with
the goal of undermining the proposition that information security

This paper considers which types of evidence guide cybersecurity
decisions. We argue that the “InfoSec belongs to the quants” paradigm will not be realised despite its normative appeal. In terms
of progress to date, we find few empirical results that can guide
risk mitigation decisions. We suggest the knowledge base about
quantitative cybersecurity is continually eroded by increasing complexity, technological flux, and strategic adversaries. Given these
secular forces will not abate any time soon, we argue that legal
reasoning will increasingly influence cybersecurity decisions relative to technical and quantitative reasoning. The law as a system
of social control bristles with ambiguity and so legal mechanisms
exist to resolve uncertainties over time. Actors with greater claims
to authority over this knowledge base, predominantly lawyers, will
accrue decision making power within organisations. We speculate
about the downstream impacts of lawyers inheriting cybersecurity,
and also sketch the limits of the paradigm’s explanatory power.
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INTRODUCTION

In considering Dan Geer et al.’s argument about why information
security belongs to the quants [41], it is important to recall the
fact–value distinction. As a normative claim, the authors [41] taps
into widespread belief that security decisions should be guided by
quantitative evidence. As a predictive claim, it imagines a world
with a knowledge base very different to what has been produced by
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belongs to the quants. Section 3 sketches how knowledge is generated by techies, quants, and lawyers. We use this to reason about
why lawyers can offer comparatively more certainty about cyber
risk. Taking the predictive claim as a given, Section 4 speculates
about the impact of lawyers inheriting cybersecurity. We discuss the
limits and nuances of the theory in Section 5. Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2

value or dollar loss. Legal studies might concern which incidents are
litigated using the methods of quantitative social science. Notably,
studies in this section do not use legal reasoning. We select from
studies identified by prior surveys to illustrate our points. Readers
looking for a comprehensive survey should refer to the systematic
reviews of each field (computer security [108, 120] and finance [73]).
Technical Studies. Here we unpack the insights from a survey
of 30 years of empirical cyber risk research [120]. There are few
results speaking to the efficacy of individual security controls in
mitigating adverse technical outcomes. In fact, such results often
get causal direction backwards due to confounding variables [120,
p. 11]. For example, greater security budgets are associated with
higher frequency of data breach [92] and web servers with more upto-date software are more likely to be compromised [106], although
applying security updates does lead to better outcomes in terms of
re-compromise rates.
Edwards et al. [29] provide an illustrative exception in their
study. They find that organisations who do not block peer-to-peer
file sharing have “318 times higher” rates of botnet compromise,
and also find TLS configuration errors are statistically significant
correlates of compromise. Finding such results is undoubtedly positive, but it is difficult to see how future work can improve on this
infrastructure given the data was collected by an industry-leading
proprietary scanning system. Even with this infrastructure, the
resulting recommendations—block file sharing and configure TLS
correctly—would underwhelm most security managers, especially
given the relationship could be correlation rather than causation.
Rather than directly regressing controls on risk outcomes, an
alternative approach is to introduce an intermediate variable combining many security controls. A number of papers adopt this approach [66, 101, 124] (though they do so with different mathematical
representations). Collectively, the results show that aggregating
many indicators of security provides more explanatory power [120].
This comes at the cost of obscuring the causal role of individual
controls. The opaque relationship between individual controls and
risk outcomes will likely worsen as the ML convention of reporting
prediction rates becomes the norm (as opposed to reporting the
effect size of explanatory variables in regressions). It is difficult to
make recommendations based on such studies.

DOES INFOSEC BELONG TO THE QUANTS?

This section outlines the “information security belongs to the quants”
as a normative claim (Section 2.1) and then as a descriptive claim
(Section 2.2).

2.1

Normative

We can distil normative quantitative security papers into explicit
and implicit arguments. Explicit arguments can often be described
as position pieces and follow the general theme of arguing “we
should measure security”. Variations on this theme include adding
specificity to the domain (“we should measure cloud security”) or
specificity to the type of measurements (“we should measure security in X way”). Implicit arguments about the normative value of
quantitative security are common in theoretical works. For example,
representing security decisions via continuously differential production and utility functions (as is common in Game Theory [72])
implicitly assumes decisions can and should be optimised, such as
in the most widely cited publication on security investments [44].
Turning to the explicit arguments, Dan Geer et al. [41] invoke
Bernstein’s history of risk management [9] to contrast two options
for InfoSec: (i) the status quo “of oracles and soothsayers” retaining control; (ii) risk management as an objective science guiding
decisions. Baker et al. [7] instead frame the choice between uncertainty and quantitative methods. Despite the simplicity of such
choices, quantitative methods have not yet taken off as evidenced
by a recent research agenda [33].
A common approach is to suggest a promising new approach to
measuring cyber risk. For example, Geer et al. [41] find inspiration
in finance, such as portfolio management or insurance. Alternative ways forward include Value at Risk models [53], principled
data collection [7], Elo-style rating [79], reliability approaches [65],
input-output models [54], and pragmatism [50]. The quantitative
cybersecurity paradigm can continue generating such normative
papers until no new approaches remain.

2.2

Finance studies. A 2021 survey of cyber risk management in
finance identified a research gap regarding “the effectiveness of
countermeasures” [73]. The paper’s section on cyber risk mitigation
identified: conceptual frameworks [33, 95], a theoretical model [44],
and a survey of economic papers [6], but found no empirical studies.
This survey serves as a benchmark expectations for finance studies
investigating the effectiveness of interventions. We identify three
types of study: incident repositories, surveys, and stock market
reaction.
Incident repositories collect historic information about the causes
and impact of cyber incidents. These databases are populated by:
trawling the web for public information as done by Advisen [1,
77, 85], getting data breach information from governments and
regulators like Privacy Rights Clearing House do [28, 30, 113] or by
receiving private report from members [11, 15, 31]. Although this
creates rich information about how cyber losses have varied over
time, it is difficult to link losses to technical procedures. Information

Descriptive

An alternative way to evaluate the outlook for quantitative cybersecurity is to survey progress thus far. The following section surveys
empirical cyber risk papers. We seek to identify reduced form results about effectiveness of different interventions. Such results can
be entirely independent of any underlying theory about how or
why the mechanism is effective. For example, one can appreciate
that a vaccine with an effectiveness of 95% is preferable to a vaccine
with 56% without any understanding of molecular biology.
We classify studies into technical, financial, and legal based on
the outcome variable in the study. For example, a technical study
might try to explain which devices are infected, whereas financial
studies quantify the impact of an incident in terms of stock market
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in the model1 do not speak to the efficacy of any actionable intervention. Curiously, the finding that “small companies overall
have a higher litigation probability than large ones” [56] flips the
sign of the relationship between company size and data breach
frequency [10, 113]. A speculative explanation is that larger companies have more mature legal advice regarding interventions to
reduce litigation risk. One of the largest cyber insurers supports
this view: “there is only an 18 percent chance that a third-party
liability action will be brought against one of its customers if one
of Chubb’s vetted breach response partners is involved, compared
to an industry standard of 42 percent” [117]. It should be noted this
is far from a sound statistical design given policyholders are not
randomly assigned to insurers.
Beyond the US, a study of GDPR fines [88] relied on a thirdparty to aggregate fines. The authors discovered that Article 32,
which concerns data security measures, was amongst one of the
three most frequent referenced articles of the GDPR. Ceross and
Simpson [21] use freedom of information requests to study fines
issued by the United Kingdom’s data commissioner. Neither study
finds evidence regarding the efficacy of actionable interventions.

about the historic security procedures at each organisation who
suffered a loss is largely lost to time unless combined with some
other data source, which is rarely done. Aldasoro et al. [1] provide
an exception by collecting information about security spending and
staffing at the sector level, but this exception actually supports the
more general point that studies using incident repositories do not
quantify the efficacy of preventative security [120].
The second type of study avoids this problem because survey
instruments can ask respondents about both losses suffered and the
defences in place. Biancotti [10] takes advantage of the Bank of Italy
adding cybersecurity questions to their annual survey. She warns
that the data is not well suited to estimating “how effective defensive
expenditure [is]” [10, p. 28], and then shows the preliminary result
that defensive expenditure is positively correlated with the probability of suffering a breach. This more security, more compromise
relationship likely results from a failure to include confounding
variables [120]. The outlook for survey research is promising if
they solve reporting biases [35], and pose the right questions about
security measures in a way that can be independently validated.
The third type of study quantifies how stock market price changes
following the announcement of cybersecurity news like a data
breach or an investment. The academic literature suggests financial markets reward post-breach informational interventions rather
than technical measures. For example, Amir identifies a bias in
the reporting of events in which “managers disclose less severe
attacks and withhold information from investors on attacks that
cause greater damage” [3]. Gay [39] shows that releasing a bundle
of positive news can off set the negative impact of announcing a
data breach, and Wang et al. [111] show reactions are less damaging
when victim firms commit to “action-oriented” security improvements following a breach.
Markets do also reward pre-incident interventions like displaying cybersecurity awareness [8] or obtaining certifications [27, 78],
although the impact of certifications is contested [71]. If the certification result holds, it represents an actionable intervention for our
hypothetical decision maker. However, security certificates contain noise as well as signal. For example, Rahaman et al. [83] show
86% of the websites in their sample violate the credit card security
standard they are certified to. Certified firms perform much better
in a similar study of Android apps [69], in which over 98% were
compliant.

Summary. This section surveyed evidence about interventions
reducing cyber risk, drawing on surveys from computer security [120]
and finance [73]. In general, there is little quantitative evidence
that can guide cybersecurity decisions. Technical studies either
focus on relatively narrow outcomes like the compromise of web
servers or use statistical models that cannot isolate the effect of
individual controls [120]. Finance studies have not linked ex-ante
security measures to firm-level outcomes like the probability or
impact of a cyber incident [73], although stock markets seem to
reward security investments like obtaining certifications.
There is stronger evidence regarding ex-post interventions. Corporate officers control information flows in order to mitigate the
severity of stock market reactions [3, 39, 111]. The most effective
intervention seems to be offering free credit monitoring following
a breach [86]. Admittedly, this section has focused on a relatively
narrow form of evidence, specifically whether a binary variable
describing the intervention provides explanatory power over cyber
risk outcomes. The next section describes alternative methods of
generating knowledge.

3

HOW QUANTS, TECHIES AND LAWYERS
GENERATE KNOWLEDGE

Although reduced form statistical tests could guide decisions without any understanding of the system, the three disciplines can
instead draw on knowledge about the underlying phenomena. For
technicians, this relates to the design and implementation of computer systems. Financial professionals might instead reason about
the mechanisms and beliefs driving markets. Lawyers can study
the internal logic of the legal system. We sketch how each reasons
in turn.

Legal studies. Studies of legal outcomes for cyber incidents are
relatively rare. Romanosky et al. [86] study the likelihood of being
sued following a data breach and the proportion of lawsuits that
are settled outside of court. They discover that firms offering free
credit monitoring after a breach are 6 times less likely to be sued.
This represents the clearest evidence regarding the efficacy of a
cybersecurity intervention, albeit a post-breach one. The study also
provides evidence about prioritising protection efforts given that
law suits are 6 times more likely when the breached data contains
financial information.
Kesan and Zhang [56] study similar research questions to the
earlier study but using data extracted from a proprietary repository.
Unlike the credit monitoring finding [86], the explanatory variables

1 “incident

type, whether or not there is the loss of personal sensitive information,
number of breached records, company size, and whether or not the company is publicly
traded”
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Computer Security Reasoning

programs mean hackers still report new bugs [99]. Another aspect
undermining knowledge is that attackers can shift to entirely new
aspects of the system, such as when attackers discover new classes
of attack [58].
Granted, this section considers only two approaches to generating knowledge. Rather than spell out the same argument for each
alternative approach, we suggest that a combination of the same
considerations—complexity, technological flux, active adversaries
and so on—will over-power any knowledge generation that takes
place by reasoning about the design of technical systems. We now
turn to how quants generate knowledge.

The production of knowledge about the security of computer systems is often discussed as the “science of security”. In surveying the
various positions within the debate, Herley and van Oorschot [48]
argue that “practices on which the rest of science has reached consensus appear little used or recognized in security”. For example,
the authors suggest “observations demonstrating improved outcomes” [48, p. 12] are rare. Verendel confirms that there is little evidence about the effectiveness of security measures in his 2009 metareview [108]. The argument is supported by the papers [48, 108]
described in the previous section.
Concluding that the lack of such findings represents a failure of
security as science reflects a narrow philosophy of science [97, p. 2].
Security research has alternative ways of generating knowledge.
However, we argue that the knowledge base is continually eroded
by technological flux and the bar it must reach rises constantly
due to increasing complexity. We will later argue legal knowledge
generation avoids these issues.
Formal verification represents a mainstream form of knowledge
creation, which involves proving properties of mathematical models that supposedly represent real-world systems. This involves
understanding a model via inductive reasoning. Knowledge about
security increases with each additional proof. Conducting such
analyses at design time can even guide design choices, as with
version 1.3 of the TLS protocol [24]. Advances in the tools and concepts used for formal verification also improves the meta reasoning
power of the field. This undoubtedly leads to ever increasing certainty about the set of mathematical models used to reason about
real-world systems.
This certainty does not always translate into real-world guarantees because the mapping from model to real system is imperfect.
For example, researchers did not model how increasing password
complexity would change user behaviour and introduce security
issues that the model could not express [48]. This problem is even
worse for evaluating firm-level security outcomes because “we
cannot verify the security of all interactions” [52] between subcomponents even if each sub-component is formally verified in
isolation. Barring a major break-through, formal verification will
not guide cybersecurity decisions at the firm level any time soon.
A more practical approach is to use past attacks to guide decisions. This is how knowledge accrues to the InfoSec “oracles and
soothsayers” [41]. A common approach is patch management in
which vulnerabilities in software are discovered or observed in the
wild, fixes are developed, and then applied by firms who deploy
the software. Again, knowledge about possible attacks increases
with each new vulnerability. Empirically this can be seen in the
proliferation of CVE IDs over time [98].
These incremental knowledge increases may be simply swamped
by software complexity [40, 84], as was the case with formal verification. Schneier [89] poses the question in terms of whether vulnerabilities are sparse or dense. In a sparse world, the application of a
given patch does not change much as the attacker can exploit other
vulnerabilities. Even in a dense world where all vulnerabilities could
be discovered with enough time, firms moving to new software
versions and systems restarts the process. It has been shown that
although reports dry up for individual bug bounty programs, new

3.2

Quant Reasoning

Again, there are many ways to generate knowledge via quantitative
reasoning. We focus on the outlook for the first two approaches
identified in the previous section.
Technical Studies. Our survey failed to identify studies isolating the causal effect of individual controls, but will this change?
Randomised Control Trials (RCT) are seen as the highest standard
of evidence in public health [19]. Indeed, security RCTs have delivered promising results—notifications about open vulnerabilities
and compromised assets have been shown to cause improvements
in time to patch [100] and clean-up times [63, 107] respectively.
Again, we face the problem of narrow/small pieces of knowledge about complex systems. The RCTs show that notifying system
owners about CVE-X causes CVE-X to be fixed sooner and more often, but this may simply displace the attacker’s attention to CVE-Y.
Thus, we do not know whether such notifications produce better security outcomes at the system level. Public health authors have also
argued that RCTs may not be appropriate for generating knowledge
about complex systems [109].
This highlights a trade-off between the number of observations
and the level at which the system is being observed. For example,
Soska and Christin [96] build a data-set of five million websites
to study which websites are compromised, meanwhile studies of
the financial cost of cyber incidents number in the hundreds [85].
A hypothetical decision maker is likely much more interested in
the financial cost of a cyber incident as compared to whether a
web page will be compromised. Complexity presents a different
problem here—modern firms are so complex that firm-level losses
are relatively infrequent and this undermines statistical power.
Machine learning studies [12, 66] represent another way in which
complexity limits knowledge generation, here the complexity of
the mathematical representation. Such studies aim to optimise prediction rates, often by throwing more explanatory variables into
the model. While feature importance analysis can isolate the most
important explanatory variables, the statistical relationship is hard
to interpret. For example, Liu et al. find that “untrusted HTTPS is
by far the most important” [66, p. 1019] feature but its contribution
to the prediction is dependent on the firm’s other features.
In considering two of the most exciting research designs, namely
RCTs and machine learning representations, we are not optimistic
about quantitative evidence guiding cybersecurity decisions in
the future. While knowledge can be reliably generated about subcomponents, especially web infrastructure that is easily scanned [66,
101, 106], system level observations are relatively scarce and also
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and civil law traditions), they all share common elements.2 These
rules may be divided into two broad types: (i) legislation, that is, the
explicit, stated rules promulgated by a sovereign legislator and (ii)
the decisions of the judiciary. The former provides the hard rules
to be applied and the latter informs the norms that guide application to a particular set of facts. Legal systems are inquisitive and
embody an adversarial process in order to establish accepted facts
and applicable law. In effect, there are generally three entities participating in any given legal action: (i) the complainant, the party
bringing a claim (ii) the defendant, the party against whom the
claim is brought and (iii) the judiciary, who officiates and regulates
the process. However, the law is much more than mere rules as it
embodies the culture and society in which it operates [105]. This is
evident in the pronounced manner by which law relies on its past
and tradition as a source of authority for determining problems
presented in the present [60].
The corpus of tradition is applied as a matter of interpretation,
which gives acknowledgement of the past and brings it into the
present for evaluation and discernment. In this way, applications
of the law may be viewed as exercises in hermeneutics, attempting
to bring the uncertainty experienced in the present in continuity
with the authoritative past. Of course, this does not preclude that
interpretation may introduce novelties and disapply previously held
positions. Nonetheless, the effect of the emphasis on tradition is that
it strengthens the ability of law to enact social control. Such control
does not lay in the abstraction of principle nor strict dogmatic
adherence to previous articulations of said principles, but rather in
its pragmatic approach to provide effective solutions to real world
problems [81]; the law can be said to be based in such unashamed
practicality, that Posner argues much legal theory scholarship is
underdeveloped to such an extent that it is ultimately “vacuous” [80,
p.3].
Interpretation does not merely apply to pronouncements of the
courts. Lawyers advise their clients with a strategy for navigating
legal obligations and similar requirements. The advice provided by
the lawyer in such scenarios is not only informed by the individual
understanding of the law (which includes knowledge of the rules
themselves and how they have been applied in the past), but also the
individual’s personal and professional morals and ethics [110]. Legal
advice and strategies are therefore variable to a degree and such
advice may have not been tested in a court, which would evaluate
its merits. This is often the case with novel, rapidly developing
areas of law, especially those involving technology [13].

commercially sensitive. This is not true of financial data like stock
market price, which is continuously updated.
Finance Studies. Geer et al. [41] suggested portfolio theory and
insurance could provide a blueprint for quantitative cybersecurity. Portfolio theory concerns the movement of asset prices over
time, which do seem to respond to announcements of security measures [8, 27]. But are markets generating knowledge? Such studies
draw on the efficient markets hypothesis [34], which holds that
asset prices reflect all publicly available information. The theory
implies that the change in stock price following a security investment (or a breach) reflects investors expectations about the increase
(decrease) in the firm’s future earning potential. Putting aside the
role of information distortions [3, 39, 64], such changes are based
on the investors’ expectation that firms with a given security investment are exposed to less risk. This expectation cannot be derived a
priori and therefore must have come from some alternative information source. Providing the expectation is valid, the alternative
information source generated the knowledge, not the market.
More generally, portfolio theory abstracts away from the kind
of security decisions we are interested in. Power [82] suggests
quantitative models are in conflict with pragmatists interested in
“internal controls” [74]. This is confirmed by a survey [120, Tab. III]
of studies of stock market prices that shows such studies tend not
to consider the role of preventative security.
Insurance is different because insurers collect information about
internal controls during the application process [76, 87, 121], which
could be linked to the financial cost of cyber incidents via insurance
claims. This system-level outcome variable means that discovering
internal controls with explanatory power would represent knowledge that could guide decisions (although identifying causality may
be difficult without a source of randomness). So far, insurers have
experienced problems like inconsistent data collection and an unwillingness to share data [121]. Admittedly, it would be premature
to rule out the possibility of insurers generating knowledge but we
see few signs for optimism.

3.3

Legal Reasoning

The previous section showed research has not yet generated quantitative evidence about cybersecurity decisions. The previous two
subsections argued that doing so is unlikely in a series of arguments
from first principles. Broadly, we argued that systems complexity,
technological flux, and strategic attackers would erode the knowledge base before it was sufficiently advanced to guide decisions.
This subsection argues this is different for legal reasoning. We
argue that there are multiple ways in which the law resolves uncertainty through its openness to interpretation and application. This
characteristic operates: (a) within the nature of law and architecture
of its application (e.g. the courts); (b) the language of the law; (c)
establishing legal certainty through (i) courts and (ii) the lawyer
providing advice to a client. We address each in turn.

Law and language. Language is the medium by which law operates, which has its benefits and drawbacks in knowledge generation
and the management of legal actions. The language used in the
law (both legislation and judicial proceedings) is characterised by
its dense and often archaic sentence structure, unusual definitions
for common terms, and foreign vocabulary (e.g. Latin and Norman
French in the case of the English legal tradition) [70]. The language
of law is to be navigated via rules of interpretation which may
2 For

the purpose of this paper, we treat the elements of legal architecture in a singular
manner, without discussion of the distinctions and differences in various traditions and
jurisdictions. While these distinctions are meaningful, exploring this nuance detracts
from the overall argument being made about the nature of law in contrast to technical
approaches to cybersecurity. That said, the authors are undoubtedly more influenced
by the common law tradition.

The nature of law and legal systems. Fundamentally, the law consists of formalised rules intended to regulate behaviour. While there
are different legal traditions and architectures (e.g. the common law
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not be readily apparent to the intended regulated entities, which
necessitates ‘translation’ by trained legal professionals [43]. HLA
Hart [47] viewed this as a feature, highlighting that it is through the
law’s “open texture” that we can apply it effectively to the diversity
of human social situations requiring adjudication and remedy. In
more practical terms, legislation aimed at regulating cybersecurity may not be immediately comprehensible to those operating
in this field. For example, the rules on ‘privacy-by-design’ for data
protection have been criticised by both lawyers and engineers for
its imprecise language and difficulty in application to real-world
situations [46, 115]. On the other hand, the law may be more able to
provide a solution to a dispute despite the high levels of complexity
involved in characterising a case.
The law is also not an autopoietic system because it relies on the
input of interpretation in order to self-perpetuate [68]. Distrust of
over-extending definitions and argumentation has been found to
be common in law [67], which may act to reinforce consistency of
terminology and reasoning. However, there are instances wherein
the legal process may re-frame and re-define previously established
concepts to the extent that it represents a new paradigm for a
field within the law. Furthermore, there are instances where the
intended scope and meaning of the legislation is not semantically
or conceptually congruent with the actuality of the situation it
addresses [114]. This may be due to lack of understanding on the
part of the legislator or because consistency with other elements
of legislation required such linguistic construction. For example,
technology law is often intended to be ‘technologically neutral’
in order to future proof the legislation against new developments.
Regardless, there are circumstance that stretch the limits of legal
interpretation. A teleological approach may be applied to bridge
such a divide, although judges are cautious to not accept overly ambitious interpretations which can distort and denature the meaning
of the words to the point of uselessness [2].

analogy use in precedent has a two-process structure: discovery
and justification. In the first step, the adjudicator identifies the
appropriate outcome to the problem and then provides the reason
(‘justification’) for reaching this conclusion in the second.
Thus, while there is much to critique in the application of the
law, its ability to provide a resolution is to be appreciated. This
resolution need only be acceptable (or in the worst cases tolerable) to
the parties to a case and wider society. An acceptable solution does
not necessarily mean it is the most appropriate or most considered.
It does however mean that when faced with similar sets of facts for
which there is a court decision, there is therefore a known outcome
around which a cybersecurity strategy may be devised.
This strategy need not be a box-checking exercise related to
obligations identified in past decisions, rather it can be a strategic
exercise in which the firm actively shapes the law. This is achieved
when lawyers adopt a legal strategy that embodies a creative conflict management approach to novel challenges rather than merely
managing transactions between the client and other parties [123].
For example, a bank invested in the development of a pro-active,
‘best-in-class’ corporate governance structure because the regulator
was concerned about short-comings in this area. The bank later
found that this facilitated approval of a bank’s acquisition by a now
sympathetic regulator [13, 14]. Instead of viewing governance as a
compliance obligation, the bank transformed it into a competitive,
commercial advantage.

4

LEGALISED CYBERSECURITY

This section sketches the implications of lawyers inheriting cybersecurity. Some of these changes have already been realised, while others are mere predictions. We focus on the meta-reasoning through
which decisions are made rather than predicting specific outcomes
of decisions. In particular, we focus on how legal reasoning moves
from a descriptive assessment, such as the statistical tests in quantitative cybersecurity, to one of normative values. The resulting
changes span epistemology, work culture, and economics.

Establishing legal certainty. From the above, the law may be seen
as fluid and flexible. We argue that fluidity is the law’s strength
when adhering to its function of practicability and consistency in
generating binding decisions. While this allows the law to adapt to
real-world circumstances, it also opens a vulnerability to inconsistent interpretation. When considering how to establish certainty in
the legal process, Braithwaite [16] distinguishes between the use
of ‘rules’ and ‘principles’. In circumstances which are considered
in law to be stable and without high stakes, the judicial process
employs well-defined ‘rules’. However, as discussed, a lawyer may
successfully argue for a novel interpretation of the rules which
generates uncertainty for the legal understanding of a particular
phenomenon. Therefore, Braithwaite suggests, the law retreats to a
set of ‘principles’ which provide boundaries to the rules in order to
avoid interpretations that defeat the original purpose of the law. In
this way, the legal process is able to circumvent the worst effects
of creative interpretation, although this is not always the case.
In the law, attempts at reasoning about a problem according to
the legal tradition often give way to analogy. The use of analogy
may act as a short-hand for difficult and complicated reasoning.
However, MacCormick [68] argues that analogy is to underscore
the principles to be applied. Hunter [51] provides a comprehensive
overview of the legal theory, bolstered by cognitive science, that

Information Control. Technical and legal risk can be compared in
terms of the role of information. Technical risk considers how likely
an adversary is to use information about technical vulnerabilities to
compromise a system. Legal risk considers how likely a complainant
or the judiciary is to use legally relevant information against the
defendant. Whereas technical risk can be mitigated by sharing
information and fixing vulnerabilities, legal risk is amplified when
information is shared as it could be used as evidence against the
defendant. In this way, the legal view breaks from the scientific
perspective that evidence should be shared widely.
We can expect lawyers inheriting cybersecurity to reduce information sharing. Indeed, organisations are less likely to disclose
information when they could be held liable for doing so [61]. A less
widely appreciated implication is the potential for lawyers to influence the creation and documentation of evidence. Such influence
anticipates pre-litigation discovery processes in which claimants
and defendants can request evidence from each other (and these can
be legally enforced via motions to compel). For example, shareholders may sue a breached company and request the forensic report
detailing which security procedures were in place. Lawyers can
mitigate this legal risk in multiple ways, which are illustrated when
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incidents and to provide all required services)” [119,
p. 13]

of structural changes in how decisions are made. The concept of
effective security controls is rooted in the scientific method’s ability
to quantify effect sizes, but it will soon be replaced by notions like
reasonable or appropriate controls. This results from the failure
of quants to produce evidence about effectiveness (see Section 2).
Evidence generation will be further undermined as lawyers’ riskaverse information control displaces the commitment to open data
found in both the scientific and security community. We also suggest that technologists’ drive to innovation will be tempered by
the law’s inclination to import the conceptual certainty found in
precedents and case law.
Whereas changes in meta-reasoning behind decisions are abstract and difficult to test empirically, social science methods are
well-placed to test the existence and impact of shifts in the cultural,
economic and organisational context in which cybersecurity decisions are made. Researchers could begin to ask questions like: If law
schools “turn students into lawyers” [38], have lawyers identified
an equivalent institution producing security professionals? Does
this come at the cost of uncredentialed professionals? Do law firms
recognise the synergies between ex-ante monitoring and ex-post
investigation, or are they instead focused on the resulting conflicts
of interest? Will security vendors adopt “tournament theory” [37]
as lawyers have done, or will lawyers internalise tech’s disruptive
spirit? Such questions are natural to ask within the “lawyers shall
inherit cybersecurity” paradigm.

Such factors may be at odds with the cultural values of the technical
community [94, 102]. It would be premature to draw definitive
conclusions, but it suggests areas for future work.
In particular, future work should not frame risk management
decision making as a determinate process converging on objective
truth [112]. Rather risk decisions are made by self-interested actors
who construct “risk objects” in order to gain influence within and
over other organisations [49]. Mandatory data breach notification
laws represent a very practical example. Although notifying all
affected individuals presents itself as a determinate process, different disciplines favour different methods. Lawyers recommend
manual analysis via a team of paralegals, which can cost up to
$500k [119, p. 21], whereas technical practitioners favour a cheaper
approach using probabilistic models to identify personal data in
unstructured data breaches (e.g. an email inbox) with the accompanying true negatives and false positives meaning not all individuals are notified [118]. Each process will lead to a different result
and adoption will depend on the relative political capital of each
practitioner. Qualitative methods [20, 36, 45] can uncover similar
practices within cyber risk mangement.
Economics and Business Models. We should also anticipate shifts
in both internal business structure and also how businesses transact
with each other. For example, the lawyer led model of IR disrupts
the integration of ex-ante monitoring and ex-post investigation
recommended in NIST-800-61 [23]. In traditional IR, visibility from
network monitoring helped to guide investigations, logs were set
up to collect evidence, and internal investigators were often familiar
with the systems. In the new model [118], lawyers choose the firms
they want to work alongside independent of whether the firm has
existing network access.
This introduces new business logic. In the old model [23], firms
first sold monitoring and offered investigation as an optional followon service. In the new model, firms first sell investigations and then
try to sell networks tools used during investigation as an on-going
service [119]. Interestingly, the “lawyers we spoke to felt this was
unprofessional”, which contrasts with the security professionals
belief that their “duty is to improve the client’s security posture
wherever possible” [119]. Again, we see potential frictions resulting
from the values of each discipline.
In terms of internal business structure, much has been written
about how the so-called “tournament of lawyers” [37] created the
modern law firm. Here, junior employees compete to rise in performance rankings as the top ranked juniors are rewarded with
partnership. A similarly definitive study on the structure of security
vendors is not available, but it is worth contrasting with the typical
start-up model in which employees are rewarded with more equity
the earlier they joined. Again, we make no definitive conclusions
and remain open to the possibility that cyber law firms will adopt
the start-up model. For example, Mullen Coughlin, founded in 2016,
“disrupted” more traditional law firms in becoming the dominant
cyber insurance law firm [119, Fig. 7].

5

DISCUSSION

This raises the question of what we mean by inherit. It is broader
than more cybersecurity law and policy coming into effect. Rather,
our argument centres on the hierarchy of power and meta-reasoning
through which cybersecurity decisions are made in firms. Lawyers
inheriting cybersecurity means that legal reasoning—referencing
cybersecurity law, regulatory guidance, precedents and the anticipatory interpretations of individual lawyers—will displace reasoning about security as a technical property. This section discusses progress towards the inheritance, who is driving it, and how
the technical community will be integrated into the new decisionmaking hierarchy.
Progress to Date. Comprehensively answering the question to
what extent does legal reasoning already drive decisions would require a dedicated study. However, a number of principles we have
outlined can already be seen, such as the shift from effective to reasonable security measures. In the United States, there is an emerging
body of law on what constitutes “reasonable” security in the eyes
of the states [93], the FTC [17] and the SEC [59, Chapter 4]. It is
an open question as to whether firms look to such guidance when
making cybersecurity decisions. As mentioned earlier, information
control and the economic effects can be seen in cyber incident
response [118]. One technical firm reporting that 50% of their engagements are conducted under the direction of an attorney [25].
We can also look to contractual agreements between firms as a form
of legalisation. The PCI DSS requirements [75] influence data security practices when it comes to handling credit card data [69, 83].
Despite judgements being made and new laws coming into effect,
regulatory attention and capacity seems to be lagging cybersecurity
incidents. Even though the absolute number of private and public

Summary. We do not make precise predictions about the impact
of lawyers inheriting cybersecurity, rather we suggest a number
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data breach actions brought in federal courts steadily increased
“from a couple of dozen in 2005, to almost 200 by 2014” [85], this is
still an order of magnitude lower than the number of cyber incidents
in that time [120]. GDPR enforcement rates have been similarly
underwhelming [88, 116]. Still, enforcement is not needed when
68% of organisations believed that the GDPR would “dramatically
increase the costs of doing business” [103] and likely sought out
legal advice, either internally or on the market.
Enforcement rates also vary by organisational characteristics; a
greater proportion of large firms were fined under the GDPR than
small or medium firms [91], although Kesan and Zhang find the
opposite relationship in the US [56]. The influence of lawyers will
track the attention of regulators, both in terms of past enforcement
and anticipated actions. Together, these findings suggest the inheritance is in progress, which raises the question of who is driving
it.

An alternative form of influence is rejecting the authority of
lawyers. A quiet revolution that will surely take place is “shadow
security” [57] in which employees interpret firm-wide security policies with a view to maintaining business function. For example, an
organisation responding to NotPetya abandoned communications
protocols intended to maintain client-attorney privilege because
it was deemed more important to restore business function than
mitigate litigation risk.5
Finally, the tide could turn against lawyers if the growth of
technical risk out-paces that of litigation risk. For example, lawyerled incident response was clearly beneficial when the primary costdriver was post-breach litigation. The added-value is less clear when
“litigation rates are around 1% while ransomware payments grow
1000% year-on-year” [118]. Such a movement will be tempered by
the tendency for power hierarchies to entrench themselves over
time.

A Reluctant Inheritance. While inheritance may conjure an image
of greedy children fighting over the family jewels, the reality can
be more like children manoeuvring to avoid the responsibility of
running the family business. No doubt there are ambitious lawyers
and law firms fighting to win as much work as possible, much
like the greedy children and the family jewels. But is the wider
discipline actively sidelining quants and techies? Here, the children
trying to avoid responsibility seems more apt.
It is instructive to return to Article 32 of the General Data Protection Regulation. The law willingly defers authority to the quants
by recommending that technical and organisational measures be
identified and selected based on the “state of scientific and technical knowledge” [90]. However, the dearth of evidence forced the
law’s pragmatic drive for certainty to reluctantly to take over. This
manifested as the national regulators issuing recommendations, to
which organisations are now recommended to turn [90]. Thus, we
argue law is reluctantly inheriting cybersecurity.
The reluctance means the law will not eliminate all ambiguity, in
fact it falls far short of this. Residual uncertainty results from cases
where the law is not able to rely on established precedent in order
to reason, such as where the problem encountered is novel or there
have not been many cases [2]. There is further uncertainty in legal
issues where the law may perhaps over prescribe actions without
filling in the details. This is arguably the case in data protection
law wherein technical measures are alluded to without the explicit
specification necessary for implementation [22, 91].

Similar Theories. We are neither the first nor likely the last to
argue that law will influence a problem area with increasing societal
importance, nor to make this argument specific to cybersecurity.
Given the United States’ influence over cybersecurity, the general
point goes back to De Tocqueville’s 19th century writings [26] and
the common sense wisdom behind the phrase ‘a nation of lawyers’.
The specific argument can be found in many forms.
Lessig [62] identifies that given extra-legal forces influence online behaviour, public policy should shape each of markets, norms,
and computer code. We concur with Lessig by recognising that legal
compliance cannot unilaterally determine cybersecurity decisions,
rather legal reasoning will provide the decision making structure
through which decisions are made. In this sense, we document the
realisation of Lessig’s normative argument, while also questioning
the extent to which law has and will positively impact cybersecurity
outcomes.
We also provided a wider perspective than Julisch [55] who emphasised the compliance aspect of legalisation, or Anderson [5] who
emphasised liability dumping. While both aspects are important
under certain circumstances, the compliance perspective cannot
explain the ambiguous areas like privacy engineering in which laws
reference technological goals without enough specificity to guide
technical decisions. Further, both perspectives miss the cultural and
business aspects of lawyers influencing cybersecurity decisions.

Influencing Legalised Cybersecurity. This reluctance creates space
for the technical and scientific community to still influence cybersecurity decisions within the legalised cybersecurity paradigm. The
“oracles and soothsayers” [41] cannot rely on firms recognising their
received wisdom. Instead security practitioners must contribute to
cybersecurity standards development or begin to document their
knowledge, a long standing problem. For example, the Ohio Data
Protection Act creates a liability safe harbour for firms who implement recognised cybersecurity standards and frameworks [93,
p. 22]. Similarly, the GDPR tells firms to look to “state of scientific
and technical knowledge” [90]. In this way, the inheritance disrupts
the established hierarchies and establishes new hierarchies, with
power annointed according to how easily expertise is recognised
by the legal system.

For the last 20 years, various authors have argued that the status quo
“of oracles and soothsayers” [41] making InfoSec decisions based
on experience and intuition will be replaced by a new approach
guided by scientific evidence. The “InfoSec belongs to the quants”
paradigm recommends that firms build security programs based on
the effectiveness of individual controls.
The first part of our paper showed that the evidence base to put
quantitative security into practice is lacking. This claim is based
on evaluating available empirical evidence identified in various
surveys [73, 108, 120]. Broadly, we showed that complexity, technological flux, and strategic adversaries undermine knowledge generation via quantitative cybersecurity. For example, the gold standard
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of scientific evidence, randomised control trials, are yet to provide
results about system-level outcomes. We made similar arguments
about why methods like stock market reactions, formal methods,
and machine learning representations will not generate knowledge
to guide firm-level decisions any time soon.
Our second contribution argues that cybersecurity decisions will
increasingly be guided by legal reasoning. Whereas uncertainty
is compatible with quantitative cybersecurity in that statistical
tests can indefinitely produce null results, law as a system of social
control can only tolerate so much ambiguity. Various legal mechanisms function to guide firms in mitigating the legal aspects of
cyber risk. This ranges from courts making judgements about the
laws, regulators issuing guidance, and individual lawyers advising
firms thereby establishing common practice. The lawyers will inherit cybersecurity paradigm centres on how the ability to reason
about legal mechanisms provides relatively more certainty than the
equivalent processes for reasoning about technical risk.
We can only speculate about the impact of this development. For
example:
• Controls will be prioritised based on reasonableness or appropriateness rather than effectiveness.
• Information will be less widely shared.
• Security will absorb the professional culture of lawyers by
osmosis.
• Business models and firm structures that match or look familiar to law firms will be rewarded and so on.
We then cautioned against misreadings of our paradigm. The
law is less seizing control of cybersecurity and more reluctantly
taking authority due to the knowledge vacuum. As a result, law
leaves many problems ambiguous. One can expect different areas
of cybersecurity to be more or less exposed to law as a system of
social control, and our paradigm’s explanatory power tracks these
variations.
As such, we recommend a research program understanding the
law as both an abstract system of rules and also a social system
of actors [32]. The rules can be understood via legal reasoning,
whereas qualitative methods are needed to understand how practitioners interpret and operationalise the rules. Understanding the
impact of lawyers inheriting cybersecurity requires a range of lenses
including legal, technical, economic, sociological and more.
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